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Dean Announces
Plans to Retire
Dean Reuschlein has announced
his retirement as dean effective
September 1, 1972. Establishing
the School of Law in 1953, Dean
Reuschlein has been the School's
only dean for the past 19 years.
During his tenure, the Law
School received its approval by the
American Bar Association and its
membership in the Association of
American Law Schools shortly af
ter its inception. School enroll
ment, only 70 in the original class,
has now grown to over 600, with
well over a thousand alumni in all
parts of the country. The Law Li
brary has increased to over 140,000
volumes, making it the 22nd larg
est in the country. The full time
faculty has increased from the
original six to more than 20.
The dean has also seen the er
ection of two buildings, the origin
al Garey Hall, dedicated in 1957
in the presence of former Chief
Justice Warren, and Senator (late
President) John F.
Kennedy,
and the recently opened new
addition to the school, which doub
led the original floor space.
While Dean of the Law School,
Dean Reuchlein has also been a
member of the Section of Legal
Education and Admissions to the
Bar of the American Bar Associ
ation, serving as chairman of the
Council last year. He has published
four books and numerous articles,
principally in the area of jurispru
dence, corporations, agency and
partnership, and legal history.
In a future issue of The Docket
more extensive coverage will be
given on the Dean's retirement, his
stay at Villanova, and plans for
the future.

' '«a4i.

The title "Red" Mass and its
custom originally developed very
early in the history of England and
France. The Mass was then cele
brated at the opening session of the
Courts each year, which in Eng
land, usually corresponded with
the Feast of Saint Michael. The
robes of both judges and the priests
were deep red in color at that time,
and this led to the traditional
term "Red" Mass. This tradition of
judges and lawyers seeking the
blessings of the Holy Spirit is
perpetuated each year at the Law
School.
This event, the major spiritual
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A view of the new classroom and cafeteria addition.
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New courtyard offers students a place to relax.

Bar Exam HEvisfid
As most students already know,
a new Multistate Bar Examination
will be given for the first time in
1972. The following states plan to
use the examination; Alaska, Cali
fornia, Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maine, Missouri, Nevada, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio, Ore
gon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah,
Vermont, and Wyoming.
Students should take particular
note that:
1) Applicants will apply to take
the examination from the board of
bar examiners of the state in which
they are seeking admission.
2) The Multistate Bar Examina-

School Prepares To Hold
Fifteenth Annual Red Mass
On Friday, November 5, 1971,
Villanova Law School will again
hold its annual Votive Mass of the
Holy Spirit at the Villanova
Chapel. The Mass, traditionally
known as the Red Mass, is now in
its 15th year and is celebrated
each autumn to invoke the Divine
Blessing upon the School of Law
and upon all who study and teach
therein.

Si

After 20 months of construction
and the expenditure of approxi
mately 1.7 million dollars of state
and federal funds and private doiiStion?,'the new addition to Garey
Hall has been completed.

event of the Law School, has be
come deeply embedded in the tra
dition of the School. It has proven
itself to be spiritually rewarding
for all those who attend, giving
greater insight into the spirit of
the law from the aspects of mor
ality and human dignity.
The celebrant of the Solemn
Pontifical Mass this year will be
His Eminence, John Cardinal Krol,
Archbishop of Philadelphia. De
livering the homily will be the
Reverend Edward J. McCarthy,
O.S.A., President of Villanova Un
iversity.
Adding to the beauty of the
Mass will be hymns sung by the
Villanova Singers with brass en
semble and organ accompaniment
by Harold Gill Reuschlein, Dean of
the Law School.
All are invited to attend regard
less of religious affiliation. A recep
tion and buffet dinner will be held
for alumni and guests of the Uni
versity at Garey Ball, immedi
ately following the Mass.

tion is not a national bar exam
ination in the sense that it will al
low one to be admitted to the bars
of all paricipating states.
3) Each participating sta^te will
have a locally prepared examina
tion and admission tg; a state bar
will be on combined M.B.E. and
state prepared examination scores.
4) There is no present plan £oJ"
reciprocity between states based
on the Multistate Bar Examination.
The Docket has received a bro
chure from the National Confer
ence of Bar Examiners. Belowi are
excepts-ffom the brochure.
The multistate Ijar examination
resulted from the appointment in
the fall of 1968 of a NCBE Special
Committee pri Bar,,Examinations.
This committee, which consisted of
bar examiners from California,
Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Vir
ginia, a law school dean, a law pro
fessor and two professional testing
experts, made studies and held
many meetings.
The committee found there was
a universal concern over the
mounting burden fot bar examin
ers caused by increasing applica
tions for admission to the^ bar. Its
studies revealed that in the past
decade or two tremendous progress
has been made in' the scienc^ of
testing and that techniques as mod
em as current electronics have
been developed. The ceminittee was
impressed with the bar examina
tion procedure used by the Florida
Board of Bar Examiners. Since
1965 the Florida bar examination
has included multiple-choice ques
tions on certain subjects. By 1968
Florida was Using a two-day bar
examination with multiple-choice
questions for one day and essay
questions for one day. Testing ex
perts helped plan the procedure
and the tests.
" The committee made 3 a; 'careful
(Continued to Page 2, CoJl

The usable space in the library
has been more than doubled. It now
accommodates over 140 thousand
volumes, rhaking it the twentysecond; largest law library in the
country. The library staff has more
personnel ^ than ever before and
further expansion is planned for
next year.
Class enrollment has been in
creased from last year's total of
464 to this year's total of 604, in
cluding the addition of 45 new en
rollments to the second year class.
It is the feeling of the adminis
tration that legal education at Vil
lanova will best be served by
maintaining enrollment at this
level. Though there are no plans
to further increase the number of
students, new faculty members are
being recruited to allow for smaller
classes and more attention to indi
vidual students.
Perhaps the most welcome addi
tion is the new cafeteria. It serves
both lunch and dinner and plans
biay be> in the making for break
fast, depending on student response
to a questionnaire soon to be sent
out by ^ the Vice-Dean's office. The
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A large area of the addition has
been set aside for various research
institutes, including the Correc
tional Law Institute proposed by
Professor Donald Dowd. This in
stitute, now awaiting Federal and
State grants, will deal with post
conviction problems. Both Chief
Justice Burger and Philadelphia
Common Pleas Court Judge Spaeth
have taken a personal interest in
this project, and it promises to be
one of the most successful in the
school's history.
The lower parking lot has been
designated for use by the main
University complex and the upper
lot has been extended to meet all
of the law school's parking needs.
Plans for a law school dormitory
have been abandoned. However, a
section of recently-constructed un(Continued to Page 2, Col. 5)

Law Review Announces
Candidates Fnr Valnme 17
The Law School Bulletin, in de
scribing the various organizations
of the Law School, states that
membership in the Villanova Law
Reyiew
. . is, a very high honor
and the , greatest professional re
sponsibility in the Law School".
ThiSj in itself, is an understate
ment since the primary basis used
in judging a.'law school is the exx;ellence of its Law Review. Thus,
the members of the Law Review
have a tremendous responsibility
to maintain a level of perform
ance unequalled by any other or
ganization in the Law School.
In order to be a candidate for
Law Review, a student must rank
in the top 25 in his class at the
end of the first or second year.
The only other way a student may
qualify is to compete in the open
writing program and demonstrate
exceptional analytical and literary
abilities. Since its inception two
years ago the open writing pro
gram has gained interest among
the students and entrance into it
is highly encouraged by the
REVIEW in its effort to increase
qualified membership. The dead
line; for entrance into the program
for );hird year students was Octo
ber iSth; for second year students
the deadline is December 20th.
•V- r;

A

University Food Services Office un
der the direction of Mr. Larry
Geis is operating the cafeteria,
and Professor Walter Taggart is
acting as faculty advisor. All sug
gestions or complaints may be
directed either to Professor Tag
gart or to the president of the
Student Bar Association, Arthur
Shuman. A separate faculty din
ing area has been provided, but
many faculty members feel that
it is too confining and prefer to
sit in the student area.
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Under the rules of the open writ
ing program a student must re
search and write an assigned
casenote. The manuscript is then
reviewed by a committee chaired
by the Managing Editor and con
sisting of three Administrative
Editors and three Associate Edi
tors on a rotating basis. The com
mittee makes a formal recommen
dation with each reader of the casenote submitting a written critique
supporting a personal recommen
dation to the Editor-in-Chief who
makes the final decision.
Once a student becomes a can
didate for the REVIEW he must
fulfill a writing requirement of a
casenote and a comment before
the end of the school year. A
casenote is fundamentally a struc
tured analysis of a recent import
ant decision. A comment is an in
tensive study into a specific area,
development, or trend in the law.
The Editor-in-Chief of Volume
17 of the REVIEW is Frank J.
Ferro. The function of the Editorin-Chief is to serve as the head
administrator of all Law Review
operations; he is ultimately respon
sible for its publication. Among
the editor's specific duties are: su
pervision over the activities of all
(Continued to Page 4, Col 2)
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From The Dean's Desk

Ejeiters To

As I See It...
i;

By HAROLD GILL REUSCHLEIN

The Editor
ji

W h a t ' s n e w for ' 7 1 - 1 2

At Garey Hall, there is a great deal that's new. In fact,
about 50% of Garey Hall is brand new and the remainder of
Garey Hall has been refurbished.
In the "new part" of Garey Hall, you will find magnifi
cent new classrooms, seminar rooms, offices, a library addi
tion which virtually doubles library space, a fine new cafeteria,
a faculty dining room and new quarters for student activities.
'Old Garey Hall' has had some
thing of a face lifting. Practically
all the rooms in 'Old Garey' have
been redecorated. Where once
the Law Review had its confer
ence room is a faculty lounge,
where once seminars met in
Room 114, you'll find the Vice
Dean. Where once sat the Vice
Dean, you will find the Regis
trar. You will not recognize the
„ ...
"new" Law Library, what with
Dean Reuschlein
....
its carpets, its new lightmg, its
carrels and periodical room. The lounge is now twice its orig
inal size, carpeted and newly lighted. But have no fear—my
treasured fireplace is still intact. Incidentally, injudicious law
students have been heard to refer to the cafeteria as "Gill's
Grill". Where once was a parking lot is a lovely garden. The
same injudicious law students have beein heard to refer to the
courtyard as "Reuschlein's People's Park".
Delighted as we are with our expanded physical plant,
we have not forgotten that people are more important than
bricks.
So—^the Class of '71 has gone foi^th to give its legal talent
to the world. The Classes of '72 and '73 have returned virtually
intact with renewed enthusiasm, but scarcely better groomed
or dressed than when they left us last May. The faculty has
been heard to extol the entering class and this bodes well. The
class comes from 16 states and one foreign country, and rep
resents 69 colleges and universities. The class numbers 240
and includes 29 women and 16 black students.
There are five new faces among the faculty. We greatly
miss the ebullience of our fine colleague of the past six years,
Professor Steven Frankino. Professor Frankino has assumed
the deanship of the School of Law at Creighton University. I
am happy to report the restoration to deserved good health of
Professor Stephenson. His many friends share my satisfaction
at his recovery.
I must report with enthusiasm upon the "new five" of the
faculty.
Joining us this fall is Assistant Professor John J. Cannon,
Jr. Professor Cannon is Villanova all the way, A.B. '59, J.D. '62.
He has had a varied and valuable experience in his nine years
at the Bar, coming to us from Kania and Garbarino. He will
teach in the fields of Property, International Law and Labor
Relations.
Also joining us this fall is Associate Professor Arnold B.
Cohen, A.B. Brown, LL.B. Pennsylvania. At Penn, Professor
Cohen was an Editor of the Law Review. He served as Judge
Luongo's clerk and was a teaching associate for a year at the
University of California (Berkeley). He comes to us from
practice with the Philadelphia firm, Mesirov, Gelman, Jaffe and
Levin. His teaching fields include Business Acquisitions, Sales
and Sales Financing.
Assuming teaching duties this fall is Assistant Professor
John M. Hyson, who earned his A.B. degree at Boston College,
a Master of Arts degree at the University of North Carolina
and his law degree at Harvalrd. He has served as clerk to Judge
Garrity and was for several years associated with Warner and
Stackpole in Boston. Immediately before coming to us he serv
ed as Assistant Corporation Counsel for the City of Boston. He
will offer courses in Evidence (one section), Land Use Plan
ning, Law and Poverty and a seminar in Financing Local
Government.
Also joining the faculty is Associate Professor Thomas J.
McNamara who secured both his B.A. and J.D. from the Uni
versity of Michigan and was a partner in the firm of Warner,
• N6rcross and Judd in Grand Rapids. Professor McNamara
dffers instruction in Civil Procedure (one section), Evidence
(one section) and Trial Practice.
With us also is Associate Professor Frederick P. Rothman who received both his undergraduate and law degrees
from Cornell. He practiced with Venable, Baetjer and Howard
for several years and last year served as a visiting professor
at the University of Utah. His fields of instruction are Corpor
ations (one section). Estate Planning and Federal Income Tax
ation (one section).

Beginning with its next issue,
THE DOCKET will print letters to
the Editor. All letters must be
signed and must contain the ad
dress of the sender. Alumni and
students should also include the
year of (expected) graduation.
Upon request THE DOCKET will
withhold the name of the writer.
Address letters to: Editor-in-Chief,
THE DOCKET, Villanova Univer
sity School of Law, Villanova, Pa.
19085. Letters may also be placed
in THE DOCKET mailbox located
in the Administration Office.
BAR EXAM
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 3)

investigation of state cooperation
in testing for licensing by other
professions. About a dozen profes
sions, including doctors, nurses,
professional engineers, veterinari
ans, pharmacists, accountants and
architects, use uniform tests. It
was found that in every instance
they are using multiple-choice
tests and are very happy with the
results.
To obtain the best technical ad
vice and administration on testing,
specifications were prepared and
bids were submitted by three of
the largest and best known testing
agencies. As a result, NCBE con
tracted with the Educational Test
ing Service of Princeton, New Jer
sey, the organization which ad
ministers the Law School Admis
sions Test, to provide technical as
sistance. NCBE believes it has ob
tained the assistance of the best
testing organization in the nation
for its purposes.
Based on its studies, the NCBE
Special Bar Examination Commit
tee recommended to the NCBE
Board of Managers that a one day
test of multiple-choice questions on
five subjects be made available to
all states. It would be a six hour
test. The Board of Managers ac
cepted the recommendation, estab
lished a standing Bar Examina
tion Committee to insure the con
tinuity of the program and direct
ed this committee to proceed with
the plans. It was designated the
Multistate Bar Examination.
The American Bar Endowment
made a substantial grant to fi
nance the planning and prepara
tion of the first tests.
It is planned to provide two
tests each year as a continuing
program under the direction of the
NCBE Bar Examination Commit
tee. The first test will be given on
February 23, 1972 and the second
test will be on July 26, 1972. These
dates were selected after a careful
review of the dates of bar examin
ations in all states. The commit
tee will soon adopt a formula for
the dates of the examinations,
such as "the last Wednesday in
February and the 1st Wednesday
in July." There has been no deci
sion for a permanent formula.
Examinations will cover the sub
ject of contracts, criminal law, evi
dence, real property and torts.
NCBE requested suggestions on
subjects from all bar examiners
and all law school deans. On the
basis of these replies, the five sub
jects were chosen. These subjects
are examined on in all jurisdictions
and are thought suitable for mul
tiple-choice questions.
There will be forty "items" on
each of the five subjects. Each item
consists of a question or "stem"
with four alternative answers a
"best answer" and three "distractors". There will be two hundred
items in the NCBE test to be given
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in six hours of testing on one day.
For security reasons it must be
given on the same day in all
states.
It is expected that each partici
pating state will prepare a sep
arate essay examination vsrhich
could be one or more days of ex
amination as the state board de
sires and could be administered
immediately before or after the
Wednesday multistate examination.
The state examination can be pre
pared, administered, and graded
under the state board's customary
procedures.
Administering the Test and Re
porting the Scores:
State boards participating in the
program will register through the
NCBE Office of Testing and re
ceive the test materials from ETS,
which will also provide a manual
containing instructions, for admin
istering the examination and pro
tecting its security. Immediately
after the examination, each board
will return the test books and
answer sheets to ETS.
ETS will score the answer sheets
and, within fifteen days of their
arrival at ETS, will report the
scores of its candidates, the num
ber and percentage of right and
wrong answers each candidate
made on the total examination and
on each subject, the distribution of
total scores of the board's candi
dates, and the median score of the
group. A distribution of scores for
all candidates taking the examin
ation, but without individual or
state identification, also will be
provided.
A score interpretation manual
will be sent with the reports. In ad
dition to explaining the score, the
manual will offer suggesions for
combining multistate examination
scores with grades on local exam
inations and for setting the passfail point. Neither the NCBE Of
fice of Testing nor ETS wishes to
influence decisions about where to
set passing scores. This is the re
sponsibility of the state boards.
The report of scores on each sub
ject will enable a board to weight
each particular subject.
Questions on the NCBE examin
ations are not to be disclosed to
any applicant after the examina
tion (sic).
Why Multiple Choice Questions?
1. During the last fifteen years
multiple-choice testing techniques
have been developed to the point
where much more sophisticated
intellectual processes can be mea
sured than was the case in the
past. In the Law School Admissions
Test, reasoning ability, that is the
ability to define and analyze prob
lems, and to reach decisions
through the application of legal
principles, is measured with a
high degree of success. See, Winterbottom. The Use of Essay and
Objective Techniques in Bar Exam
inations, 38 The Bar Examiner 5

We know that our Alumni will be interested to learn that
the Red Mass is to be celebrated on Friday evening, November
fifth with His Eminence, John Cardinal Krol, Archbishop of
Philadelphia as celebrant and the Reverend Edward J. Mc
Carthy, O.S.A., President of Villanova, preaching. Please do
reserve the date.

~~~—
—
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(1969) See also, Goolsby and Wray,
An Annotated Bibliography Relat
ed to Bar Examinations And Ad
mission To Legal Practice, 39 The
Bar Examiner 93 (1970).
2. Objective questions allow
broader coverage of the subject
matter in the test.
3. In most states test results will
be available more quickly and earl
ier admission to the bar will be
possible.
4. Subjective grading, which is
inherent in the use of essay ques
tions, is not present in the NCBE
test.
5. Multiple - choice questions
serve to balance in one part of the
test the advantage of a fluent ar
ticulate writer over the applicant
who has a good command of the
law, but may suffer because of in
adequacies of style.
6. Machine scoring will lighten
the burden of grading.
Will Local Law be Considered in
Answering Questions?
Will the applicant consider local
law in answering questions on the
multistate examination when the
local law may be at variance with
general rules of law ?
The answer sheets will be ma
chine graded exactly the same re
gardless of the state in which the
applicant marks his answers. The
applicant should not take into ac
count local law. The examination
will be based on the general law
of the subject as it would be
taught in a so-called "national law
school".
In preparing the questions the
committees had in mind the con
tent of the first year courses in
contracts, torts, criminal law and
real property, as normally taught
in law schools. The regular course
in evidence was the basis for the
questions on that subject. The
questions were prepared after a
careful examination of the tables
of contents of casebooks on these
subjects frequently used in law
schools.
A brief outline of each subject
will be contained in a brochure for
applicants to be distributed in the
fall of 1971.
Only One "Best Answer" Will Be
Scored As Correct.
Each item will contain four
choices and the "best answer" will
be scored as correct. There will be
no credit given for a second best
answer though it is not absolutely
incorrect. In the view of the com
mittee of experts on the subject
who prepared the items, one of the
choices is clearly the 'best answer'.
CONSTRUCTION
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

dergraduate dormitory has been
allocated for use by law students.
The new additions to the Law
School form a quadrangle with the
old building, enclosing a grassy
mall which is graced by a modem
sculpture, a gift of the class of
1970. Dean Reuschlein personally
collaborated with the artist in its
formation.
Dedication ceremonies are sched
uled for April. Indications are
that Chief Justice Burger will be
present, but no final commitment
has been made.

ornef
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Prof. McNamara
1
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NEW PROFESSORS
TAKE PODIUM

BRIAN QUINN

matter of fact, the only thing that
Professor McNamara would rather
be than a teacher is a professional
Blue Grass banjo player.
While discussing the qualities
which a successful trial lawyer
must have. Professor McNamara
said that a good trial lawyer
"makes people like him," and it's
easy to see that Thomas J. Mc
Namara is starting in at Villanova's classrooms the same way he
left the courtroom.

Prof. Hyson

Prof. Rothman
In Frederick P. Rothman the
Law School faculty has added a
man who, in only seven years, has
seen his career take him to nearly
every part of the country in a num
ber of interesting and diverse
roles.
A native of Baltimore, Mary
land, Professor Rothman attended
Cornell University to study eco
nomics. While there he became an
advisee under a professor who gave
him "a bug" for teaching and an
interest in taxes. After completing
every course in economics and
philosophy which the Cornell un
dergraduate curriculum offered in
only three years. Professor Roth
man spent his next year studying
graduate economics while attend
ing the Cornell University School
of Law. It was also at this time
that he was first exposed to teach
ing as he filled in as an instructor
in a basic undergraduate economics
course at Cornell.
Upon graduation from Cornell,

Income Taxation, and Estate
Planning.
Professor Rothman likes the
Law School at Villanova a great
deal and sees only bigger and bet
ter things for its future, including
an expansion of the curriculum to
include some practical courses in
the taxation and estate planning
field.
The zeal which Professor Roth
man has brought with him to Vil
lanova has already found its mark
in his work in the classroom,
where students find his classes a
stimulating experience.

Professor John M. Hyson has al
ways had a desire to teach, al
though his ambitions were not al
ways directed toward the field of
law. Upon completion of his under
graduate work at Boston College,
Professor Hyson entered The Un
iversity of North Carolina where
he received a master's degree in
THOMAS J. MCNAMARA
English.
I am quite certain that very
But English Literature seemed
few people are aware of the fact too restrictive for him and in 1964
ARNOLD B. COHEN
that our faculty at the Law his goal became law school. In
School now boasts a representative search for more relevant studies—
of "The Saddle Horse Capital of
a relatively unheard of quest seven
the World." Bom in St. Joseph's, years ago—he entered Harvard
Professor Arnold B. Cohen, af
Missouri, and raised in Mexico, Law School.
ter completing his undergraduate
Missouri, Thomas J. McNamara
work at Brown University, attend
When asked what one factor in
has traveled East to undertake a spired his law career. Professor
ed the University of Pennsylvania
teaching career as an Associate Hyson answered that during his
School of Law where he was a
Professor of Law at Villanova.
member of the Law Review and
study at Chapel Hill, North Caro
As one might expect of some lina, CORE attempted to integrate
was elected to the Order of the
one from "The Saddle Horse Cap the campus. He became involved in
Coif.
ital," Professor McNamara has an this issue and had the opportunity
After graduating in 1963, Pro
interesting background which has to see many trials. His overall dis
fessor Cohen clerked for a year
seen him in the roles of a bar satisfaction with the way the
with Judge Luongo in the District
tender, a tree trimmer, a banjo blacks were treated in court gave
Court located in Philadelphia.
player and a pitcher on a semi-proHe then travelled to Berkley,
Professor Hyson that extra incen
fessional baseball team. As he tive he needed to become a part of
California, where he was an Asso
explains it, "I was always a 'ver the legal system.
ciate in Law at the Boalt Hall
bal' sort of person and I liked be
School of Law. Professor Cohen's
Upon graduation from Harvard,
ing around other people."
work was done primarily in the
he became a clerk for Judge Ar
—Moot Court and Legal Writing pro
Aftfer two years at the Universi thur Garrity of the i^ederal Dis=grams, but he still found time to do
ty of Missouri on a baseball schol trict Court. After completing his
a great deal of sailing.
arship, Professor McNamara ent clerkship. Professor Hyson worked
Professor Cohen returned to
ered the United States Army as a in a Boston law firm doing trial
FREDERICK P. ROTHMAN
Philadelphia and began work for
member of the 101st Airborne work. Slightly more than a year
Paratroopers. He later re-entered later he became Assistant Corpor where he was ranked second in his Cook, Murphy, and Kalodman,
ation Counsel for the City of Bos class, Professor Rothman had whose clients included former
college at the University of
Michigan, where he received a ton. While a teaching future was an Air Force obligation to ful Philadelphia Eagles' owner Jerry
still foremost in his mind, he felt fill. He was assigned to a Strate Wolman. His practice included
Bachelor's Degree in History.
experience
was a prerequisite and gic Air Command base in Lincoln, general corporation work, securi
After graduating from Michigan
Nebraska, but when it was closed ties, and business acquisitions.
Law School, where he was an As while working for the City of
His experience in California
he
entered the Judge Advocate
Boston
he
learned
many
of
the
sistant Editor of the Law Review,
he began working with a Western practical aspects of city planning. General Corp where his duties at gave him an interest in teaching,
A.-f i
first were the re-negotiating of
and while still practicing he began
Michigan law firm, where he did
utility contracts in connection with to fill in for professors at Penn by
trial work at both the Federal and
the shut-down of the base.
conducting seminars.
State level, including both civil
A controversy involving the
In his first full year of teaching,
and criminal cases.
Judge Advocate in Little Rock, Ar Professor Cohen's courses include
Professor McNamara then be
kansas, resulted in Professor RothSales, Creditor's Rights, and Busi
came a Legislative Aide for a
man's leaving Nebraska to go to ness Acquisitions. He feels a cur
United States Congressman and
Little Rock, where he became Chief
riculum should give the law stu
later worked for the Environment
of Military Justice. This title dent "a visceral feeling of just
al Protection Agency in Washing
placed him in the role of advising what the law is really about, and
ton, D. C., as a member of the
the Base Commander concerning what is expected of a lawyer in his
Water Quality Office. This con
the legal matters which would relationship with his client." He
sisted mainly of litigating cases
arise and, consequently, he had no sees a need for more lawyers and
against offenders of the water pol
trial work as a defense counsel. more adequate representation for
lution laws.
However, he quickly gained a not only the poverty stricken, but
However, after seven years of
reputation as a skillful advocate, also the middle-class man who
litigation work, during which time
and, therefore, soon found himself
really can't afford a lawyer.
he had become adept at the prep
In his attempt to bring the
traveling to other bases through
aration and trial of cases, he felt
out the country at the request of "outside world" into the classroom.
he had something to offer a law
defendants who desired him as Professor Cohen hopes to teach
school faculty.
his course in Business Acquisi
their attorney.
It may seem odd to some that a
Although he had planned orig tions with a format which puts
JOHN M. HYSON
successful trial lawyer would leave
inally to study for an L.L.M. at the professor in the position of a
the excitement of a courtroom to
After seeing many work hours New York University, he instead moderator with the students tak
begin a career in the classroom, and many good ideas wasted be went into private practice in 1968 ing on the roles of bankers, busi
but Professor McNamara feels cause of the power struggle within with a Baltimore law firm, where nessmen and lawyers who must ne
that, in a way, he has been "teach the Boston city government. Pro he specialized in corporate tax gotiate and draft the documents
ing juries" for the past seven fessor Hyson left Boston and matters.
necessary to accomplish an acqui
years and now he wants to teach came to Villanova where he is now
At a conference of The American sition.
students to become skillful trial putting his experience to work in Law Institute in Washington, D.C.,
Apart from the physical facili
lawyers, and as he put it: "It isn't Land Use Planning, Poverty Law Professor Rothman met the Dean ties at Villanova, Professor Cohen
often that a man can really say and a Seminar on The Public In of the University of Utah Law is impressed with the overall stu
he's doing exactly the work that formation Act.
School and in June, 1970, he be dent-teacher relationship and is
he wants to do."
A native of Philadelphia's sub came a member of the faculty especially favorable towards the
emphasis which Villanova places
urbs, Professor Hyson now lives in there.
But a trial lawyer also has time
One year later, he left Utah to on a faculty which is primarily in
for enjoyment, as evidenced by Berwyn with his wife and their
Professor McNamara's hobbies; two children. He finds Main Line take a position as Associate Pro terested in preparing law students
playing tennis and playing either life a bit different, but enjoyable fessor of Law here at Villanova. for the every day problems of prac
He teaches Corporations, Federal ticing law.
his mandolin, guitar or banjo. As a nevertheless.

Prof. Cohen

Prof. Cannon
Although he is already well
known to some students, John J.
Cannon did not become a full
time member of the faculty until
this semester. After teaching Prop
erty I last year due to the sudden
death of Professor Carnes, Prof.
Cannon has left private practice
and will now devote himself en
tirely to his new career at Villa
nova.
Actually, this marks a return
to Villanova for Professor Can
non, since he attended the Law
School from 1959 to 1962. Upon
his graduation, he spent his' clerk
ship period working in the Justice
Department's Antitrust Division.
In 1963, Prof. Cannon entered the
United States Army and was as
signed to the Judge Advocate Gen
eral Corps where he remained un
til 1965, at which time he began
private practice with the Philadel
phia firm Pepper, Hamilton, and
Sheetz. His work consisted mainly
of litigation in the anti-trust, libel,
and personal injury fields.
Three years later. Professor
Cannon worked for a short period
of time with the National Labor
Relations Board. He then practiced
with the firm of Kania and Garbarino until leaving in August of
this year to begin a full time
teaching career.
Professor Cannon likes teach
ing very much and is glad to be
on a full time basis, since he
found part time work placed a
certain amount of pressure on
him. As he put it: "Every practic
ing lawyer should take a sabbati
cal every few years to improve his
perspective."
How has Villanova changed
since 1962 ? Apart from the physi
cal expansion. Prof. Cannon sees
only a few major changes since
his law school days. The curricu
lum is much more specialized, there
being a large number of seminars
now available as compared with
only one seminar offered iii 1962.
Students had required courses in
both the first and second year,
with only a few electives offered
to third year students.
There is now a much greater
emphasis on clinical work, which
Professor Cannon feels is good for
students, but he also points out
that there are teaching limitations
when dealing with the practical
aspects of the law. He feels that
the once heard criticism that law
schools prepare students to be good

JOHN J. CANNON
appellate judges, but not good'
lawyers, does not hold as triie to
day, since many courses are now
being taught as practical, problem
oriented courses.
Apart from whatever the pros
and cons of clinical education
might be. Professor Cannon feels
that the basic purpose of a law
school is "to give students an in
telligent background for the prac
tice of law."
Since his marriage over the past
summer. Professor Cannon has
found little time for outside activi
ties, but he hopes to resume doing
Communiy Legal Service work as
well as habeus corpus and juvenile
work.

BLACK LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL
FIGHTS
POLLUTION

Bridge Over
Troubled Waters
by

Environmental pollution, a topic
of contemporary import, is the area
of concentration of the newly
formed Villanova Student Environ
mental Law Council.
The Council had its beginning
last semester when Chuck Snyderman and Andrew Harmelin con
tacted Mr. Steven Harmelin Esq.,
special Assistant District Attorney
on pollution in Philadelphia, as to
the possibility of cooperative ac
tion with that office. In response to
their inquiry the council received
a letter from Mr. Arlen Spector
Esq., District Attorney of Philadel
phia, assigning to the council the
task of drafting a new, more mod
ern and workable Pennsylvania
Penal Code section relating to nuis
ances. The project began this year,
with the assistance of Mr. T. Mi
chael Mather, Esq., Assistant Dis
trict Attorney, by background re
search on the Pennsylvania Crim
inal Nuisance Statute 18P.S. 4612;
focusing on four basic questions:
1) What factors make nuisance
"public"? What kind of proof has
been required by courts in the past
to establish the "public" nature of
a nuisance? 2) What degree of
hazard to public health, if any,
has been required to demonstrate
a criminal public nuisance? 3)
What authority is there for the ar
rest of individuals particularly
corporate officers under this stat
ute? Can a municipality or other
public agency or official violate the
statute? If so, who should be ar
rested? 4) What have been the
remedies granted by the courts in
Pennsylvania once a public nuis
ance has been proved?
A second major program under
way is the assistance of the Penn
sylvania Attorney General's Strike
Force on Pollution. Under the
guidance of Mr. Herschel Richman,
head of the Philadelphia office of
the strike force, members of the
Environmental Council will handle
pollution cases
in
Magistrate
Court.
According to Pennsylvania law,
one need not be a lawyer to bring
a summary proceeding in Magis
trate Court for particular types
of cases if he or she is an employee
of Pennsylvania. Members of the
council will all become voluntary
employees of Pennsylvania. Upon
receiving appropriate complaints,
the strike force will refer the com
plainants to the Environmental
Council, whereupon a team of two
members of the council will be as
signed to the case. The team will
interview, research, prepare briefs,
and ultimately handle the case be
fore the magistrate as representa
tives of the complainant.
Along with these two major pro
grams council members will indi
vidually research pollution prob
lems in which they have a partic
ular interest. The results of the re
search will then be presented to
the entire council, and appropriate
action will be decided upon. The
individual efforts include such pro
jects as developing an open burning
statute for Pennsylvania and draft
ing of legislation for a rigid state
wide inspection system for automo
bile emissions, to be introduced in
the state legislature.
Although in its incipient stages,
it is clear that the council pre
sents challenging and interesting
opportunities to interested stu
dents and will prove to be a signif
icant force in the future of Envir
onmental Law.
Interested students should con
tact Chuck Snyderman, President;
Mike Beebe, Secretary; Andrew
Harmelin, Treasurer; Bill Holsten,
council member in charge of the
District Attorney Project; or Marc
Gold, council member in charge of
the automobile emissions project.
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New additions include a Cafeteria (above), and Lecture Hall (below).
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DAVE DUFFY

At the 1971 meeting of the Am
erican Bar Association, Louis Pol
lack, Professor and former dean
of Yale Law School, submitted
an informal report to the House of
Delegates entitled "Survey of
Black Law School Enrollment
(1969-1970) (The "Section Sur
vey".) The Section Survey set out
the results of a questionnaire con
ducted by the Section Committee
on Civil Rights and Responsibili
ties. A questionnaire was sent out
to 142 law schools; 125 responded.
Villanova Law School was one of
the 125 schools which did respond.
Of the responding law schools, the
reported Black Enrollment was
1,605 of a total student enrollment
of 57,573. Thus only 2.7% of the
students enrolled in these 125
law schools were black. Villanova
for the academic year 1969-1970
reported to that body a total en
rollment of 433, 6 of whom were
black. (American Bar Assn., Sec
tion of Individual Rights and Re
sponsibilities, Survey of Black Law
Student Enrollment, John W. Atwood, et al.) Villanova presently
has a total enrollment of 600; 23
of whom are Black; thus represent
ing approximately 4% of the total
enrollment.
Pennsylvania's total population
in 1960 was 11,319,366. The total
reported Black population number
ed 852,750. The total number of

LAW REVIEW
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
departments of the REVIEW; per
formance of the final editing stage
of all student materials; making
the final decision as to the publishability of submitted materials, and
the content of each issue; and final
responsibility for the publication
of a high-qualiiy Law Review. In
addition, the Editor-in-Chief is the
Law Review's representative on the
Faculty - Student Committee and
the Student Sub-Committee.
The position of Managing Edi
tor encompasses a broad field of
important duties: He is chairman
of the Open-Writing Committee
and responsible for the selection of
Administrative and Associate Edi
tor membership on said commit
tee; he is responsible for the
technical accuracy of all articles;
assigns all work to candidates;
and handles all dealings with the
printer. The Managing Editor for
Volume 17 is Alan N. Salpeter.
The Articles Editor is Walter H.
Flamm. As Articles Editor, he has
complete jurisdiction over all mat
ters relating to outside articles and
book reviews. He is responsible for
editing the outside articles and
book reviews and his decision as to
the publishing of these is final.
The Projects Editor, Jon Wesner, decides the topic for the 1972
Law Review Symposium and is re
sponsible for arranging the panel
for same. He has primary respon
sibility for the arrangement and
operation of the Law Review so
cial calendar. The Projects Editor
is also responsible for the Law
Review project, a topic to which
an entire Law Review issue is
devoted.
The Case and Comment Editors
are responsible for editing both
the text and footnotes of all can
didate and Associate Editor writ
ing. They also schedule and con
duct weekly casenote meetings the
object of which is to find and dis
cuss all noteworthy cases and
comment topics. The Case and
Comment Editors for Volume 17
are: Baldo M. Carnecchia, Jr.,
Thomas B. Erekson, Juhan Runne,
and James A. Shellenberger.
The Associate Editors are mem
bers of the REVIEW who are not
on the Editorial Board but have
completed a year of satisfactory

work. Their primary duties are to
meet the writing requirements estabished by the Administrative
Board, and initially guide the new
candidates. The Associate Editors
for Volume 17 are: John S. Custer,
Jr., William A. Hebe, Terry W.
Knox, Mary B. Little, Stephen J.
Polaha, Richard N. Powers, and
Charles, J. Weiss.
Third Year candidates for the
REVIEW are: Gail P. Heagen,
James C. Schwartzman, Thomas
Stuber, Bruce M. Dolfman, James
S. Green, Jonathan C. Waller, and
Charles J. Costanzi.
Second year student candidates
are: Paul R. Beckert, John F.
Bradley, Joseph C. Conners, Steph
en M. Cushmore, Francis P. Devine, George H. Dudley, Thomas J.
Feeney, Stephen Ford, Fred B.

The SBA lost no time in getting
off to a very good start in what
hopes to be their most active year.
The Orientation Committee, chair
ed by Dutch Edelmayer, in coord
ination with Alan Hoffman's Col
lege Program, provided a most
helpful and enjoyable Orientation
Program for the First Year Stu
dents. All members of the SBA as
well as the Faculty were most ap
preciative of the excellent job done
by these two committees.
This year also saw the return
of the Student-Faculty Rap Ses
sion. One was held on Thursday,
the 28th of September. These will
be held every other Thursday with
the SBA picking up the tab for the
refreshments.
In January the SBA plans to
show the Chicago Seven Conspir
acy Trial film. This BBC film will
be shown twice and there will be no
admission charge.
The biggest change this year
will come in the Forum Speakers
Program. In the past the entire
budget of approximately $2,000
was spent on one big name speak
er. This year the SBA will run a
continuous 5 part Speakers Forum.
All of the Speakers will speak on
one central theme which this year
is The Legal Aspects of the Drug
Scene. The first speaker is Dr.
David E. Smith, M.D., M.S., Presi
dent of the National Free Drug

Fromhold, Colombus R. Gangemi,
David F. Girard-Di-Carlo, Harris
F. Goldrich, Robert B. Haldeman,
Alan J. Hoffman, William F. Hol
sten, Donald F. Jacobs, Marc H.
Jaffee, Robert A. Kargen, Dennis
J. Lawler, Bruce R. Lesser, Rich
ard MrCarthy, Dennis F. McLaugh
lin, James M. Papada, Nicholas
Scafidi, Allen M. Silk, Allen Warshaw, and David Williams.
The first issue of Volume 17 will
be published in early November.
Included in the issue will be a stu
dent comment on the Pennsylvania
Long-Arm statue, and two out
side articles: "Moral Obligations
as Consideration in Contracts"
and "The Liability of Credit Bur
eaus after the Pair Credit Report
ing Act."

Clinic. He is also the founder and
director of the Height-Ashbury
Free Medical Clinic in San Fran
cisco.
In Mid-November Judge Paul
Dandridge will discuss another
facet of the Forum topic. Judge
Dandridge is the founder of the
Philadelphia 5 year Drug Court
and has been a prime mover in the
Gadenzia Program to rehabilitate
drug addicts. Judge Dandridge is
probably best known for his sug
gestion that heroin be sold for ten
cents a bag and that the States
main interest be in the medical,
rather than the penal treatment of
the heroin addict.
In the second semester the three
remaining parts of the Forum
Topic will be taken up by a mem
ber of the District Attorney's
Office, a medical expert and a Leg
islator.
The total cost of this program
will be under $500. The remaining
$1,500 will be spent to expand the
Social Program. The SBA plans to
run two mixers, one each semester.
The mixers will feature a live band
and a cash bar. Drinks will be sold
for 35c and beers for 15c.
The balance of the budget will
then go into the SBA Dinner
Dance, which is being planned for
some time in the Spring Semester.
This dance will of course be open
to all members of the student body.

lawyers in Pennsylvania as of 1970
was 12,319; Black Lawyers numb
ered 141; Black Judges numbered
14.
The nation's total population in
1960 was 179,323,175; 18,871,831
of whom were black. The total
number of lawyers as of 1970 was
reported at 288,336; 3,345 of whom
were black. Black judges numb
ered 214. (Report of Black Lawy
ers and Judges in the U.S. 19601970; Edward B. Toles.)
The statistics speak for them
selves. There is a scarcity of Black
Lawyers, and probably no one
knows this better than the Black
Law Student.
Villanova Blacks formed the
Villanova Black Law Student's As
sociation last year. The statistics
bear out the need for Black's or
ganizing and helping each other to
become attorneys. A questionnaire
was handed out to all Black stu
dents requesting information con
cerning their Association.
I was interested in what each
member thought the Organization's
purpose was. Webb D. Hallman a
first year Black law student re
sponded "A Bridge Over Troubled
Waters". Superfluous to say, that's
what the organization is all about.
Other responses were:
"Being that there are so few
Black Lawyers the purpose of
the club is to help one and all
Blacks
achieve
academically
from first year through gradu
ation."
"The purpose is to help incoming
first year students to adjust to
the academic environment; ad
just to the social culture of a
white-oriented Law School; to
make the Administration aware
of the problems of the Black stu
dents, and the black community
in general"
"To aid, facilitate, and preserve
Black presence at Villanova Un
iversity."
As to what the organization
should accomplish some of the re
sponses were as follows:
"Black Lawyers."
"If all of the Blacks return in
an advanced year and then grad
uate the Association will have
accomplished its goal."
"Information as to job possibili
ties; methods of interviewing;
study methods; exam writing
techniques; athletic and social
activities."
I also asked in the questionnaire,
"Describe what it's like to be a
Black Law Student at Villanova."
Some of the replies were:
"Beautiful, I am given as much
respect as any man. The white
students are concerned with
passing, therefore, they either
have no reasons or they don't
have time to say "Look there's
a nigger!"
"Just like a White student—
rough!"
"At times it's a frustrating and
inhibiting feeling."
"Tough!"
"Does not bother me. I'm here to
learn not enumerate specific dif
ferences."
In the final analysis there is no
doubt that Blacks and Whites alike
share many of the same problems
typical of being thrust into the
world of law admidst ominous look
ing if not heavy books, accompan
ied by the fear of "flunking out".
Blacks on the other hand, experi
ence peculiar problems incident to
being a minority group member in
a predominantly White law school
which only Blacks through organ
ization can attempt to solve, and
are solving.
The officers of the Black Law
Student organization this year
are: Israel Floyd, President; John
Nails, Vice President; Earl Fisher,
Secretary-Treasurer. The faculty
advisor is Professor Abraham.
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Women Form
Organization

A w a r d s Given At Class D a y
The annual class day was held on Wednesday, May 19,
1971 at Villanova University's School of Law. At that time
prizes and awards were announced for the 1971 graduating
class.

In order to understand the
changing role of women in today's
legal profession, a club has been
organized by the Villanova women
students. The idea was first sug
gested last spring by Mary Rose
Cunningham and Phyllis Subin.
Now in its first year of operation,
the group is headed by Sue Noble,
a second year student, and Rhohda
Jordan, a third year student.
While the club has just recently
been organized and is still in an
informal stage, some of its more
definite goals have become clear:
to combat discrimination and en
courage equal rights, responsibili
ties, and salaries for women; to
educate women about career op
portunities in the field of law; to
work in cooperation with faculty
members and other law students
to discuss the more subtle means
of discrimination; to encourage
women students on the undergrad
uate and graduate levels to consid
er entering the legal field.
On September fourteenth, the
traditional dinner given by the
second year women students for
those women in the new first year
class was used as an informal
meeting of the'group. Since then,
other meetings have taken place,
a»d committees liave been organ
ized to discuss ideas for various ac
tivities.
Plans are under way for a sym
posium to be held Saturday, Octo
ber 23, entitled "Women in the
Law." A keynote address will be
followed by a panel discussion In
which several prominent women
lawyers will participate. The mem
bers of this panel will be: Mrs.
Lisa Richette, Professor of Clini
cal Education and author of "The
Throwaway Child"; Mrs. Carolyn
Temin, former Chief Counsel to the
Pennsylvania State Parole Board;
Miss Esther Sylvester, a Villanova
graduate and Assistant District
Attorney; Mrs. Mema Marshall,
Assistant U.S. Attorney General
for Pennsylvania; Mrs. Barbara
Mather of the firm of Pepper,
Hamilton and Sheetz; and Mrs.
Sharon Kaplan Wallis, Community
Legal Services.
Next on the agenda will be a
luncheon, after which a series of
workshops will be held. Women
students from Temple, The Univer
sity of Pennsylvania, and Rutgers
law schools as well as Villanova
will attempt to understand some of
the problems they may someday
face as women lawyers.
(Continued to Page 6, Col. 5)
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DOCKET CONTEST NUMBER 1
What is six-feet high, metallic, glossy-brown, and sits
(stands?) in the middle of the Law School courtyard? THE
DOCKET Staff doesn't know either, but if anyone has any
ideas, submit them to THE DOCKET for possible publica
tion in Volume 9, No. 2.
Rules: All entries should be in writing, slipped under
THE DOCKET office door. Anonymous entries will be
considered. Entries will be judged on the basis of wit,
clarity, and penmanship. Decisions of the judges will be
final. Exception: appeals with currency attached will be
considered.
Prizes: First Prize—a one-year subscription to THE
DOCKET. Second Prize—a two-year subscription to THE
DOCKET.

Villanova Bail Project
Begins Second Year
In its continuing efforts to in
sure justice in our criminal sys
tem and to help the less fortunate
of our society, the Villanova Bail
Project "once again looks" forward
to a fruitful year.
The project, now in its 2nd year,
began in May 1970 under the guid
ance of Mr. Bob Lawler and Mr.
Arthur Shuman. Shortly thereafter
the Project was affiliated with the
Defenders Association of Philadel
phia, and now operates under the
auspices of that association.
In its short history, the Bail
Project has been highly acclaimed,
receiving in the spring of 1971 a
citation for its work from Mr. Ed
ward Hendrick, Superintendent of
Prisons in Philadelphia.
Beginning with a staff of only
four students and one office, the
Project quickly grew to 121 stu
dents in the 1970-71 school year
and now occupies three offices in
Garey Hall.

VCLS Revived

The Villanova Community Legal
Services, a once active and dedi
cated organization within the Law
School, has in the past few years
existed in name only. This year's
chairman, Tim Hennessey, and his
staff, composed of student volun
teers from the Law School, face
the challenge of reviving the or
ganization.
The task was begun last April
when the cuarrent board met with
Mr. Martin Mendelson, Esq., direc
tor of the Dela\*wre County Legal
Associates. As a result of this
meeting the organization is work
ing with the Delaware County As
sociates in their attempts to make
legal assistance available to the
indigent members of the commun
ity. VCLS hopes to expand its
services to other surrounding
counties in the near future. The
Chester County Legal Services and
the Philadelphia Community Legal
Services have expressed an intereist in VCLS's assistance but the
present size of the organization
makes immediate expansion im
possible.
The revived program was suc
cessfully initiated this summer by
staff members assisting in cases
in Delaware County. The work
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consisted mainly of interviewing
clients and researching legal pi'oblems in preparation for litigation.
In addition to its legal aid activ
ities VCLS plans five major re
search projects that will be carried
out during the school year: Re
search into the Delaware County
Education program, which will
study the school districts to make
certain that there is no misuse of
Federal funds obtainable from the
Poverty Program; Research into
the area of consumer problems,
with emphasis on investigation of
illegal sales practices which vic
timize the poor; a program study
ing public housing in Delaware
County, emphasizing the main
tenance of buildings and public
hearings on disputed issues; a
study, under the Rent Withholding
Law, to question the applicability
of the law regarding private
housing to other than first or sec
ond class cities within the county;
and a study on the effect of hous
ing code violations and the obli
gation to pay rent under such con
ditions.
Since third year law students
may go into court by authority of
Supreme Court Rule 12%, the pri(Continued to Page 6, Col. 4)

Directing the work this year are
Miss Rhonda Jordan, a 3rd year
student, and Mr. Ron Examitas, a
second year student, both having
excellent qualifications to insure a
continuous level of efficient and
high quality work. Unfortunately,
however, only thirty law students
have volunteered their services.
It was thought by some that the
recently initiated R.O.R. program
in Philadelphia would greatly re
duce the case load of the Project;
however, this has not been true.
The R.O.R. program deals primar
ily with first offenders on minor
charges. Due to this, and the large
number of individuals arrested
each day there are still many
needing assistance from the Bail
Project.
Upon being arrested, it is re
quired that an individual be
brought before a magistrate to be
notified of the charges against
him, and to have bail set for his re
lease pending trial. Should one be
arrested and not have bail set or
be unable to pay the bail required,
he is detained in prison to await
further proceedings in his case.
The amount of bail set, being to
insure an individuals appearance at
the various proceedings of his
case; it is obvious that there are
many factors to be considered in
establishing a proper amount. Of
ten due to a myriad of practical
reasons, bail is set at an amount
greater than required.
Members of the Bail Project visit
those in prison who have been un
able to effectuate their release due
to an inability to pay bail. In a
comprehensive interview, informa
tion as to family, background,
and general community ties is re
viewed. This information is then
presented to the court for consider
ation in order to reduce the amount
of bail set, should such a reduction
be indicated.
The Project, since June 2, 1970,
has handled approximately 5,000
cases, of which 76% have resulted
in bail reduction.
Should a student be interested in
acquiring a great amount of educa
tional exposure to the criminal
law, and at the same time contrib
ute to its just and efficient opera
tion, they may contact Miss Jordan
or Mr. Examitas in the Bail Pro
ject office.

The Saint Ives Medal
Timothy E. Foley
The Administrative Law Prize
Michael R. Stiles
The Thomas J. Clary Award
Laurence E. Hirsch
The Fidelity Mutual Award
Philip S. Fuoco
The Hyman-Goodman Award
Howard D. Venzie, Jr.
The International Academy of Trial Lawyers
Award
Felix X. Grabowski
The Law Alumni Award
Kathleen Hogan
The Bureau of National Affairs Award
Laurence E. Hirsch
The Herman J. Obert Award
Alan M. Lieberman
The Dr. Arthur Clement Pulling Award
Howard D. Venzie, Jr.
The Marcella Reuschlein Award
Noah D. Cutler
The Reimel Moot Court Competition
.First Place, 1970
Joseph T. Sebastianelli
First Place, 1971
The James Rinaldi Award
The Rose Rinaldi Award
The Roman Catholic High School Alumni
Association Award
The Title Insurance Corporation Award
The Saint Thomas Moore Society Award
The Reverend Joseph Ullman Award

Leonard N. Zito
John P. Moses
Thomas J. E. O'Neill
Joseph T. Sebastianelli
Alan M. Lieberman
Joseph T. Sebastianelli
Timothy E. Foley
Laurence Hirsch
Noah D. Cutler
Joseph Sebastianelli

RECOGNITION OF MERITORIOUS SERVICE
THE OFFICERS OF THE STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
Donald D. Campbell
President
Thomas G. Gavin
Vice-President
Albert P. Griffin
Treasurer
Vito F. Canuso, Jr
Secretary
Christopher H. Falcon
Third Year Representative
John P. Moses
Third Year Representative
THE MEMBERS OF THE HONOR BOARD
William B. Cramer
Chairman
Mary H. M. Bowman
Daniel E. Bacine
Michael J. Shepard
THE INTSR-CLUB COUNCIL
Joseph F. Van Horn, Jr
Russell M. Smith

Vice-President
Treasurer
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Associate Editor
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John F. Ryan
Stephen E. Saracco
Wayne A. Barnes

THE MEMBERS OF THE MOOT COURT BOARD
Stephen E. Saracco
Chairman
Michael A. Berman
Geraldine A. McNulty
Kathleen A. Logan
Joseph M. Purifico
Lawrence J. Ruggiano
THE COMMUNITY LEGAL SERVICES BOARD
Francis J. Badach
Chairman
Joseph T. Bodell, Jr.
Lon M. Cobrin
Charles W. Bowkley, Jr.
Barbara Ann Joseph
Jeffrey P. Paul
LAW REVIEW CERTIFICATES
Howard D. Venzie, Jr
Editor-in-Chief
F. J. Nyhan
Managing Editor
Michael R. Stiles
Article & Book Review Editor
Thomas J. O'Neill
Projects Editor
John V. Bonneau
Research Editor
Timothy E. Foley
Research Editor
Thomas F. Heilmann
Research Editor
Alan M. Lieberman
Research Editor
Joseph T. Sebastianelli
Research Editor
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Dennis W. Alexander
Laurence E. Baccini
Daniel E. Bacine
Michael A. Berman
Hedy M. Bowman
Barry H. Feinberg
Philip S. Fuoco
Alan R. Gordon
Thomas R. Hendershot
Laurence E. Hirsch
Richard W. Hollstein
Michael P. Kane

Henry A. Lieberman
Stanley A. Lockitski
Kathleen Logan
Robert W. Mahoney
Richard P. McBride
John W. Nilon, Jr.
Edward R. Paul
Michael J. Shepard
Ivan Shomer
Frank L. Tamulonis
Robert J. Trainor
Thomas J. Ziomek

THE ORDER OF THE COIF
Denis W. Alexander
Alan M. Lieberman
Daniel E. Bacine
Joseph T. Sebastianelli
John V. Bonneau
Michael J. Shepard
Timothy E. Foley
Ivan Shomer
Thomas F. Heilmann
Michael R. Stiles
Laurence E. Hirsch

The Class Gift

PRESENTATION
A portrait of Professor John Stuart Carnes 1923-1970
Professor of Law, 1965-1970
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ALIIMIVI FINDER

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS

Class of 1961
Thomas A. Pitt, Jr. has succeed
ed the late Judge Thomas A. Riley
as judge of the Court of Common
Pleas of Chester County for the
fifteenth Judicial District.
Class of 1964
Myron A. Hyman has been nam
ed corporate counsel for General
Learning Corporation of Morristown, New Jersey. He assumed his
duties on August 23. Mr. Hyman
was a Comment Editor for Volume
9 of the Villanova Law Review.
Mr. Hyman, his wife, and their
three children reside in the Morristown area.
Class of 1966
Edward C. Mengel joined the
firm of White and Williams of
Philadelphia on June 1. He was
formerly with the firm of Donovan,
Leisure, Newton, and Irvine of
New York City.
Class of 1967
Captain Lee Silverstein of Cher
ry Hill, New Jersey is serving
with the United States Army in
Viet Nam. He recently received
the bronze star in a ceremony near
Long Binh. He was presented the
medal for distinguished service
against hostile forces while as
signed as a Judge Advocate lawy
er at army headquarters in Viet
Nam. Before entering the Army
in 1968, Mr. Silverstein was asso
ciated with Arthur Anderson and
Co. of Philadelphia.
Class of 1968
William V. Kennedy, Jr. has
been appointed an attorney by The
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
of Newark, New Jersey. Prior to
joining The Mutual Benefit Life,
Mr. Kennedy was with the Justice
Department. Mr. Kennedy, his
wife, and their two children live
in Bloomfield, New Jersey.

James J. Ryan has completed the
requirements at New York Univer
sity for an L.L.M. in Labor Law.
His office is located in Latham,
New York and he is specializing in
the handling of labor relations mat
ters in behalf of management.
Class of 1970
Samuel D. Natal announces the
formation of a law partnership
with Stephen M. Robinson, to be
called Natal and Robinson. The
firm is located in Collingswood,
New Jersey.
Class of 1971
Jeff Paul is an assistant District
Attorney in Philadelphia. He is
currently residing in the city and
will be married on November 3rd
in Jamestown, New York.
Jack Ryan, last year's Editor-inChief of The Docket, is doing
corporate work with Schnelling
and Schnelling of Paoli, Pa. He
presently lives in Conshohocken
and plans to be married in April.
Steve Sarraco is clerking for
Montgomery County Judge Vogel.
He and his wife Donna are pleas
ed to announce the birth of their
daughter, Patrice Marie, on Sep
tember 25th. They are residing in
Ardmore.

MISSING PERSON
THE DOCKET wishes to obtain
information as to the present ad
dress of:
John W. Foley
Class of 1962
Anyone with information per
taining to Mr. Foley's whereabouts
is kindly requested to send his re
sponse to:
The Docket
Villanova Law School
Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085
Your cooperation is appreciated.
Thank you.

ICC Hepart
by

GREG POLISCHUK
This year's version of the I.C.C.
football league kicked off its sea
son one week later than originally
scheduled due to the competent
work of A1 "Jecs" Juechter, the
new I.C.C. president. "Jecs" made
painstaking arrangements to in
sure the use of the seminary fields
for the second year in a row. How
ever, during the few weeks that
preceeded the season, he failed to
see that the three foot high grass
was not cut; having relied to his
and everyone's
detriment
on
Mickey "Hawk Eye" Goldberg's
observation that the field was
"suitable for use".
Be that as it may, the first
week's results were of little sur
prise to anyone. Hughes White
"A", last year's champions, saw
the return of Don "The Duke"
Grosso at quarterback with his fav
orite receiver "The Fly", Jim Shellenberger. A complete domination
of the game by Hughes White 'A'
resulted in a victory over their 'B'
squad 19-6. Dickie Dunkel has
chosen this veteran team to be on
"top of the heap" at the conclusion
of the season. Only time will tell.
In another exciting game, War
ren-Stern 'B' held the perennial
powerhouse Warren-Stern 'A' to a
scoreless tie in the first half. How
ever, the defensive unit of the 'A'
squad lead by Gary Miller and
Mike McGonigle drew first blood
by posting two safeties and a 4-0
'A' lead early in the second half.
Ex-quarterback Glenn Zeitz, hay
ing trouble with "the throttle" and
unable to move the Stem machine
in the first half, was relieved of
his duties by Coach Lawson and
replaced by the George Blanda of
the league, "T.V. Tony" Laspada.
This appeared to spark the of
fensive unit as Stem 'A' coasted to
a 24-6 romp over the club's yearl
ings. It should be noted that due
to a pre-season injury Bob "Bubba"
Kerns, Stern 'A's' defensive stand
out, will be out for the season and
confined to Kelly's.
In the final game of the first
week, Cardozo-Ives 'B' put a scare
into their 'A' team, but Cardozo
'A' ran out the clock to insure a
9-6 victory. John "Easy" Ryder,
replacing Dick Nuffort at quarter
back, passed to the fleet-footed
Nuffort for Cardozo A's only touch
down. Blackacre's Steve Polaha
and Mike Skay scored the extra
point and the safety which prov
ed to be the winning margin.
As a result of scheduling difficul
ties, Taney-Moore had a bye which
enabled them to prepare them
selves for the upcoming games.
The first year turn out in this
club might force some of the vet
erans to the bench or to the spe
cialty teams.

Barristers Brides From L. to R. Betty Ward, Secretary; Kat'hy Boquist,
Vice-President; Mrs. Harold Gill Reuschlein; Chris Polischuk, President;
and Roslyn Jaffe, Treasurer.

Barristers Brides Hold Initial Meeting
In early September the Barris
ter's Brides held an orientation
meeting to welcome new members.
At that time the new officers were
introduced and president Chris
Polischuk set forth the various up
coming events for this social club
consisting of the wives of the law
students. In the October meeting
the women were introduced to the
fine art of wine tasting.
Along with the Bridge and Cer
amics sessions held twice a month,
the events upcoming for this se
mester will be: The annual PotLuck dinner to be held in conjunc
tion with a Halloween Party on
October 29th; a flower setting and
arranging meeting to be held
with the Temple law wives in No
vember; and the annual Children's
Christmas Party along with the
donation of canned goods for
needy families in the area, sched
uled for December 12th.

Other activities planned for the
second semester will be a Natural
Child Birth Film and Lecture and
the annual luncheon and fashion
show.

THE DOCKET is no long
er able to send out Alumni
Information Forms as was
the practice in the past.
However, in order for THE
DOCKET to convey news
about former classmates, it
is requested that alumni
take the initiative to send
personal
information for
publication in the Alumni
Briefs column to:
The Docket
Villanova University
School of Law
Villanova, Pa. 19085
Att'n: Alumni Editor

The I.C.C. "Beer Bash" was very
successful and provided the culmin
ation to Villanova's homecoming
weekend. Dean Reuschlein, his wife
and Vice Dean Bruch, and well
over half the faculty attended the
party. With the help of the hund
red or so club members who at
tended the evening, "Gill's Grill"
was officially opened for business.
Keep your eyes and ears open
for future club cocktail parties
and leave November 20th open on
your calendar for the annual I.C.C.
dance, the highlight of the law
school social calendar.

•
•

•
:•
•

Attention
Alumni

2
A new Alumni Directory
J has been compiled. It will be
2 mailed to all alumni in the
2 near future.

•
•

•
•Z

•
J
J
J
2

OCTOBER, 1971

Interview Schedule
September 21
September 24
September 27
September 27
September 30
September 30
October 1
October 4
October 5
October 6
October 6
October 7
October 8
October 11
October 12
October
October
October
October

13
14
15
18

October 19
October 20
October 21 & 22
October 25
October 26
October 27
October 28
October 28
October 29
November 1
November 3
November 3
November 4
November
November
November
November
November

9
11
16
16
16

November 19
November 22
November 23

Defender's Association of Philadelphia
(3rd year)
Wolf, Block, Schorr, & Solis-Cohen
(2nd & 3rd year)
Schnader, Harrison, Segal, & Lewis
(3rd year)
HUD (Washington D.C.)
(2nd & 3rd year)
Fox, Rothschild, O'Brien, Frankel
(3rd year)
Penn Mutual Life Insurance
(2nd year)
Townsend, Elliott, & Munson
(3rd year)
Stradley, Ronon, Stevens, & Young
(3rd year)
Stradley, Ronon, Stevens, & Young
(2nd year)
Morgan, Lewis, & Bockius (3rd year)
Freedman, Borowsky, & Lorry
(2nd & 3rd year)
Blank, Rome, Klaus, & Comisky
(2nd year)
Blank, Rome, Klaus, & Comisky
(3rd year)
Defense Personnel Support Center
(2nd & 3rd year)
Squire, Sanders, & Dempsey (Cleveland)
(2nd & 3rd year)
Morgan, Lewis, Bockius (2nd year)
FBI (3rd year)
HEW (3rd year)
Duane, Morris, & Hechscher
(2nd & 3rd year)
Veteran's Administration
(3rd year)
Arthur Young (3rd year)
Dechert, Price, & Rhoads
(2nd & 3rd year)
Pepper, Hamilton & Sheetz
(2nd & 3rd year)
Ballard, Spahr, Andrews, & Ingersoll
(3rd year)
Ballard, Spahr, Andrews, & Ingersoll
(2nd year)
Drinker, Biddle, & Reath (2nd & 3rd year)
Haskin & Sells (3rd year)
SEPTA (3rd year)
Barley, Snyder, Cooper, & Mueller
(Lancaster, Pa.) (3rd year)
Arthur Anderson (3rd year)
Navy General Counsel
(3rd year; 2nd if time)
District Attorney
(2nd & 3rd year)
CLS, Philadelphia (2nd & 3rd year)
Interstate Commerce Comm. (3rd year)
CLS, Philadelphia (2nd & 3rd year)
Touche & Ross (3rd year)
Federal Home Loan Bank
(2nd & 3rd year)
Isham, Lincoln, & Beale (Chicago)
(2nd & 3rd year)
Peace Corps & Vista (3rd year)
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
(2nd & 3rd year)

VCLS
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 2)

mary benefit to be derived from
VCLS is the experience gained in
the litigation area. However, the
program is also open to first and
second year students who will ac
tively participate in the handling
of cases from the interview stage
up to litigation. Their duties
would include preparation for liti
gation in the area of investigating,
filing papers, and counselling
clients.
The Philadelphia Board of Edu
cation has expressed interest in reinstituting the teaching program
that was implemented into the
VCLS program several years ago.
The program involved VCLS mem
bers in teaching in the Philadelphia
high schools with a basic curric
ulum dealing with subjects such

as drugs, students' rights, and
student responsibilities.
The ultimate goal of VCLS is
to reach the level of the very suc
cessful Villanova Law Associates
program, a clinical course with
faculty supervision and full accredidation. In this way VCLS
could become a more vital commun
ity project and Villanova Law
School could become increasingly
responsive to the civic needs of the
Philadelphia area.

WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 1)

It is hoped that there will be a
sizeable number of male students
in attendance at the Symposium,
for it is only through a total
awareness of existing problems
that these problems can begin to
be resolved.

